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ID Link Cloud is a comprehensive cloud based hosting service for 

the IDENTIC ID Link software platform which provides a secure virtual “home” 

for the ID Link servers, databases, applications and data held within the ID Link 

software environment. IDENTIC uses the Microsoft Azure® platform and its 

collection of integrated cloud services to host the ID Link Cloud services, 

ensuring maximum availability and security. 

 

 

 

 

Security - Microsoft Azure® is a highly trusted cloud service that ensures 

the security and integrity of ID Link Cloud, regardless of the size or complexity 

of the customers ID Link configuration. The ID Link Cloud services include 

Virtual Machines, SQL databases, storage, backup and web applications, 

providing maximum flexibility to suit the customers current and future 

requirements. Backed by the Microsoft Azure® assurances of availability and 

data integrity, ID Link Cloud satisfies the highest requirements set by customer 

IT departments. 

 

 

Cost efficient and reliable IT solutions are an essential requirement  

of todays businesses. By selecting ID Link Cloud, customers can focus on their 

core business activities and be assured that the ID Link applications and data 

are always available and operational 24/7. ID Link Cloud removes the need for 

customers to manage and maintain costly in-house computer systems or 

maintain software licences and databases, so reducing expenditures and 

increasing overall reliability. 

Scalable - customers using ID Link Cloud combine the performance of a 

world-class supercomputer environment with the scalability of the cloud. The 

Azure® platform provides built in redundancy, protecting the customers 

investment and ensuring continuous uptime. ID Link Cloud is quickly and easily 

scalable, regardless of the customers size, the number of physical sites or ID 

Link systems which are connected to the ID Link service. 

Microsoft and Microsoft Azure® is the registered trademark or trademark of 

Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 
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Modular system – ID Link Cloud has a modular structure, allowing  

a range of services and components to be selected to suit each customers 

requirements. In addition to the cloud based services, application modules for 

the IDENTIC systems, such as refuelling, entry control and parking are 

available along with vehicle database management and reporting tools. 

ID Link Cloud –  Services 

 Hosting environment - virtual machines 

 SQL Database 

 Backup 

 Sync/data export services 

 RemoteApp (seamless access to ID Link over the internet)  

ID Link –  Applications 

 Management Centre 

 Vehicle database 

 White list management 

 Reporting tools 

 Data export 

 Web browser applications  

IDENTIC IDS - Intelligent Depot System  consists of a number of sub-systems, 

including the IDENTIC AT-1 refuelling system, the vehicle identification system 

ID 850 and the software program ID Link. For more information on each  

system and its features, refer to the individual product sheets and brochures 


